Introduction
In recent years, as the solar collectors and PV modules are often integrated into building envelopes, it is necessary to develop the simulation models for these solar components. For the integrated collectors, reduction of heat loss to the outside air is expected from the collector backside comparing to the roof mounted collectors using frames. Contrarily, the efficiency of the power generation by the PV modules is reduced due to higher temperature with thermal insulation effect on the backside of the PV modules. In addition, the building integrated solar collectors and PV modules effect the thermal properties of the roof and exterior walls as the building components. In this study, the simulation models of roof integrated solar collector including PV module are described. The simulation of a whole solar heating system with the integrated solar collectors with PV modules was carried out to evaluate the solar heat collection, the generated electricity by PV modules, reductions of space heating and domestic hot water heating loads. Fig. 1 shows three types of air solar collector.Type A1 is a glass covered collector, Type A2 is a non-glazed collector and Type A2P is a non-glazed collector with PV modules. The calculation models for both collectors are composed of the upper collector part and the lower roof component. Type A1 uses one glass cover and the absorber plate is painted in black. Type A2 is a model without glass cover, same as Type A1 the absorber is painted in black. Type A2P is the same as Type A2 except for the PV modules being used as the absorber(PVT collector). For the solar collector part the steady state heat transfer model to calculate the collected heat considering the temperature of the roof component. For the roof component, unsteady state heat conduction model is used using the boundary condition considering the solar collector. In the study to calculated the parameters shown in Tab. 2, the roof-integrated solar collectors, the solar collector and the roof were connected using the boundary temperature, T b . Tab. 1. shows the equations for calculating thermal performance of solar collectors. Where T cole is a environmental temperature for the integrated collectors calculated from outer environmental temperature T coleu and inner environmental temperature T coled as shown in Tab. 1. 2 . The lower roof collector area is 32.3m 2 . In this simulation study, four cases was carried out as shown in Tab 4. Case1 is the house without using the solar collector. Cases 2, 3 and 4 were simulated using PV modules and solar collectors.The upper roof collector is glass covered collector in all cases. In Case 2,the non glazed collector without PV module is installed on the lower roof for pre heating. In Case 3, the PV module is installed simply on the lower roof. Therefore, there is no pre-heat collection in Case 3. The lower roof is used only for power generation. Therefore, the heat collection is only in the upper roof glazed collector. In Case 4 the PVT collector is installed on the lower roof for the power generation as well as pre-heating.
Collectors and PV modules
The solar collector fan was started when the collector absorber surface temperature was over 40 o C. The solar collector flow rate was 570m 3 /h. The rooms Living, Aroom and Broom were heated in winter by the hot air from the under floor heat storage as shown in Fig 4. In winter, the heat exchanger for DHW heating is used when the Living air temperature exceeds 28 o C. In summer, the collected heat used to heat the water for DHW. The weather data of Maebashi of the expanded AMeDAS was used. The simulation interval is 60 minutes. Fig. 5 shows the weather data for the winter typical days. Fig. 6 shows the simulation results of Case 1. Fig.  7 shows the simulation results of Case 2. Fig.8 shows the simulation results of Case 3. Fig. 9 shows the simulation results of Case 4. The solar radiation in Cases 2 and 4 reached about 35kW on the sunny day with 48.5m 2 of the collector area. In Case 3, the solar collector is used only on the upper roof. The solar radiation in Case3 reached about 15kW on the sunny days with 16.2m 2 of the collector area.
Simulation results
The heat collection in Cases 2 and 4 was reached about 10kW for the total of the upper roof collector and the lower roof collector. However, the heat collection in Case 3 is 5kW. Case 3 is different because the heat collection on the only upper roof. Cases 2 and 4, there was no significant difference in the heat collection. The maximum power generation is about 2kW for Cases 3 and 4. There was little difference by the cases. Therefore, it would not be large difference in the cell temperature due to the PV module cooling effect on the backside. o C. For the domestic hot water heating in Cases 2 and 4 about 80% was provided by the solar energy on the sunny day. The about 60% of the domestic hot water heat load in Case 3 was provided by the solar energy on the sunny day.
Annual simulation results
Tab. 5 shows the annual simulation results. Fig. 15 shows the annual simulation results. In Case 1, the heating load was 1250kWh. In Case 2, the heating load was 335kWh. In Case 2 the auxiliary heating load was reduced by 73% compared with Case 1. In Case 3, the heating load was 639kWh. Because, Case 3 had not the preheat collector, the reduction of the auxiliary heating load was 49% against that in Case 1 In Case 4, the heating load was 368kWh. About 71% of the auxiliary heating load was reduced against Case 1.In Case 1, the domestic hot water heating load was 4908kWh. In Case 2, the domestic hot water heating load was 3612kWh. In Case2 the domestic hot water heating load reduced by 26% compared with Case 1. In Case 3, the domestic hot water heating load was 4200kWh. In Case 3 the domestic hot water heating load reduced by 14% compared with Case 1. In Case 4, the domestic hot water heating load was 3702kWh. In Case 4 the domestic hot water heating load reduced by 24% compared with Case 1. In Case3, the PV power generation was 4674kWh. In Case4, the PV power generation becomes 4693kWh and the PV power generation of Case 4 was slightly higher than that of Case 3. The PV power generation efficiency was slightly improved for the lower temperature of the PV module by the backside ventilation. 
Conclusion
The simulation of a whole solar heating system with the integrated solar collectors with PV modules was carried out to evaluate the solar heat collection, the generated electricity by PV modules, reduction of space heating and domestic hot water heating loads. 1) Case 2 using the pre-heat collector and the glass covered collector was the best for the reduction of the space heating load and domestic hot water heating load. However, Case 4 using the PVT collector for the pre-heat is the most efficient, considering the PV power generation.
2) The power generation efficiency of Case 4 with the backside ventilation was slightly higher than that in Case 3 without backside ventilation inside surface of the roof integrating the collector. However, there was no significant difference.
3) The significant effect was not found on the indoor thermal environment by the temperature rise of the inside surface of the roof integrating the collector.
